
What does it Mean to be a Cascadian? 

In a USAmerica more culturally divided than since the Civil War, we 
examine the basic premise of bioregionalism especially as it relates to 
Cascadia. What does it mean to be Cascadian, how would that be better 
than what we have now and what makes that different from someone in any 
of North America’s other bioregions? Using Zoom breakout rooms, 
spontaneous writing exercises honed over 25 yers of workshops, maps and 
sharing of discoveries, we may find that we can be more connected to where 
we live despite life amidst the death throes of the U.S. empire. 

“When you find your place where you are, practice occurs.” Dōgen 

1. Flash Introductions :30 seconds each: Who are you, where do you live, 
what did you want out of this workshop? 

2. Show map. Discuss bioregionalism. 

Gary Snyder from Turtle Island Introductory Note: 

A name: that we may see ourselves more accurately on this 
continent of watersheds and life-communities—plant zones, 
physiographic provinces, culture areas; following natural 
boundaries. The “U.S.A.” and its states and counties are arbitrary 
and inaccurate impositions on what is really here.  

Peter Berg from Bioregions (Resurgence No. 98, May/June 1983) 

   Bioregions are geographic areas having common characteristics of 
soil, watersheds, climnate, and native plants and animals that exist 
withing the whole planetary biosphere as unique and intrinsic 
contributive parts. Consider them as possessing the diverse and 
necessary distinction of leaves from roots, or arms from legs. The 
Amazon jungle, for instance, provides so much oxygen that it can be 
counted as a lung of the biosphere. The Nile delta is a kidney for thje 
Mediterranean Sea. underneath and around the industrial grids of 
row-houses and factories, streets and sewers, highways and 
railways, oil and gas pipelines, legal jurisdictions and political 
boundaries, this natural geography of life continues to endure.  

How would your nation’s boundaries look if they were created by Gaia and 
not generals (sometimes) looking at a crude map? 



Puget Sound Geography from T.T. Waterman  

Place names: 

(show place out window) 

 



Writing Exercise: Things to Do Around ______.  

(Six minutes) 

https://dces.wisc.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/128/2013/08/Where-
You-At-Quiz.pdf (Have participants take turns reading.) 

https://dces.wisc.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/128/2013/08/Where-You-At-Quiz.pdf
https://dces.wisc.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/128/2013/08/Where-You-At-Quiz.pdf


If we envision ourselves properly in a place, for me tux woo kwib watershed 
in the greater Cedar River watershed, practice can occur many different 
ways. When we tune in to our own inner guidance, we get a sense of the 
projects we might do that allow for that practice to occur. 

Homework: write a poem (or series of poems) inspired by one of the 20 
quiz items. Consider a “saturation job” in the parlance of Charles Olson or a 
“multi-decade research project” as Ed Sanders would put it. See also 
Brenda Hillman’s Minifesto. 

My example: 

https://paulenelson.com/2012/05/10/60-hymn-to-indian-plum/ 

https://paulenelson.com/organic-poetry/saturation-job-charles-olson/
https://paulenelson.com/2012/05/10/60-hymn-to-indian-plum/


60. Hymn to Indian Plum 

The interlocking hearts carved on benches are the cheap wedding vows of  
seducers.                             

                           – Ramón Gomez de la Serna 

& the book as spiritual instrument will not itself  thicken your 
knowledge (will knot itself) will not itself  allow yr vision to 
penetrate the evergreen nor the cliff  above Obstruction will 
not itself  lift you up out of  animal blinders or make luminous 
the February witch hazel’s view or the perched Anna’s 
Hummingbird or the frail first candleflames of  the Indian 
Plum, no. 
                                      Might make a fine window (widow?) 
to jump in & see the Light of  the Supreme Lamp of  
Universal Virtue or Lion Banner of  Universal Light, might 
be an in to the Subtle Light of  Flames of  Universal Jewels or 
the Banner of  Oceans of  Qualities of  Universal Sounds. Cd 
open my February window and hear waves below bushtit 
chatter or starling gossip & jet engine wash. Maybe wait for a 
day when (through practice practice practice) could envision 
hearing the Pleasing Voice of  Universal Awareness or the 
Undefiled Treasury of  Light of  Oceans of  Cloudlike Sounds. 
                                                      
Could make a topknot of  that. Cd imagine it instead of  a 
whorl of  pheromones or a goatskin jailcell in which to feel the 
beatdown of  bruxism. Could envision a Light   Banner   of  
Fragrant   Flames   each morning, before yoga & truckgrowl 
before slaughter and dehydration before the animal inside 
aware of  extensive root systems   &  their   eloquent oceans 
of  concentrations that sometimes emit the scent of  magnolia 
blossoms or jalapeño or   jasmine. 

                           Pick a vow 
                  at least as radiant 
                      as the first leafshoots 
        of  the February 
                                             Indian Plum. 



 

2:32P - 2.23.12 
Lucile 



I am facilitating a six week course starting next weekend, Poetics as 
Cosmology where we get into these issues and others. See: 

https://paulenelson.com/2020/08/23/poetics-as-cosmology/ 

 

https://paulenelson.com/2020/08/23/poetics-as-cosmology/




Brenda Hillman: Ecopoetics: A Draft fort Angie 

https://paulenelson.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/3.-Brenda-
Hillman-8.4.17-6.49.mp3 

Ecopoetics Minifesto: A Draft for Angie 

A— At times a poem might enact qualities brought from Romantic poetry, through 
Baudelaire, to modernism & beyond— freedom of form, expressivity, & content— 
taking these to a radical intensity, with uncertainty, complexity, contradiction;

B— such a poem employs knowledge from diverse disciplines—

including scientific vocabularies, but it does not privilege only the

human. Research includes rural & urban wilds as well as knowledge from all 
cultures; 

creative forms bring together earth & spirit, rejecting no sources, including the 
personal;

C—its energies shuttle across binaries: realism/non-realism, rationality/
irrationality, refuting received authority;

D— such poem like an animal could graze or hunt in its time, exploring each word, 
carrying symbolic rhythms, syntax and images directly between the dream and the 
myth; the imagination does not reject the spirit world;

E— then a poem is its own action, performing practical miracles:

1. “the miracle of language roots” — to return with lexical adventures
2. “the miracle of perception”— to honor the senses
3. “the miracle of nameless feeling”— to reflect the weight of the subjective, 

the contours of emotion
4. “the miracle of the social world”— to enter into collective bargaining with 

the political and the social
 

F— & though powerless to halt the destruction of bioregions, the poem can be 
brought away from the computer. The poet can familiarize herself with her 



bioregion, to engage in activisms in addition to writing, because what cannot be 
accomplished through art can be addressed in acts of resistance so the planet won’t 
die of the human.

From Seasonal Works with Letters on Fire, with permisson from Wesleyan 
University Press, 2013.  

Brenda Hillman is the author of ten collections of poetry: White Dress, Fortress, 
Death Tractates, Bright Existence, Loose Sugar, Cascadia, Pieces of Air in the 
Epic, Practical Water, for which she won the LA Times Book Award for 
Poetry, Seasonal Works with Letters on Fire,which received the 2014 Griffin 
Poetry Prize and the Northern California Book Award for Poetry; and her most 
recent Extra Hidden Life, Among the Days. In 2016 she was named Academy of 
American Poets Chancellor. Among other awards Hillman has received are the 
2012 Academy of American Poets Fellowship, the 2005 William Carlos Williams 
Prize for poetry, and Fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts and 
the Guggenheim Foundation. 

 

 

 


